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ABSTRACT

Social relationships channel information, influence, and access to scarce resources. As a 
consequence, social networks – the patterns of these relationships across the members of a 
community – influence who comes up with important innovations, whether and how rapidly those 
innovations get adopted, and who has the ability to commercialize them. They therefore also 
affect the overall rate at which innovation occurs in the economy. This essay provides an 
introduction to and review of the research on social networks most relevant to innovation, with a 
particular focus on the earliest stages of the innovation process. It then discusses the likely 
consequences of a variety of policy interventions that could either reduce the importance of social 
relationships to innovation or alter the patterns of relationships in ways that might promote 
innovation.
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The solving of the structure of DNA contains examples of many of the

ways in which social relationships shape the process of innovation. It required

the combination of ideas from a range of fields, from biology to mathematics

and physics. Watson gained early access to the crystallography, a crucial

piece of information, because he had met Wilkens at a conference and re-

mained in contact with him. Crick and Watson, the most central individuals

involved, moreover, have received most of the credit for the discovery, de-

spite the near simultaneous determination of the structure of DNA by others

and despite the involvement of Franklin and Wilkens.1 Social relationships

played a role in determining both who first arrived at the discovery and who

received attention for it.

Thinking about the world as an interconnected structure of relationships

has diffused from its origins in anthropology and sociology to influence not

just the social sciences but also the biological and physical sciences. This

perspective importantly views the world as a set of points (often referred

to as nodes or vertices), which might represent individuals or organizations,

connected by a set of relationships (also called edges), which could reflect

almost any sort of connection, such as a kinship tie or the movement of

goods or ideas. Graphs of social networks, such as those depicted in Figure

1, appear regularly not just in academic papers but also in the popular press.

This perspective has provided a powerful lens for social scientists to study

1The Nobel Committee also named Wilkens to the prize with Crick and Watson.
Franklin, however, had been ineligible because she died four years before the awarding
of the prize.
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the importance of social structure for a variety of reasons. It has allowed

researchers to define more rigorously what they mean by social positions.

Being a broker, for example, has been defined as being the only path between

two others—such as Beth in relation to Alex and Chris in Figure 1. More

importantly, one can easily convert these graphs into matrices, allowing one

to bring a large set of mathematical tools to the table. Topology – the study

of the geometric properties of these graphs – has become central to large

swaths of research.

Although social relationships influence many aspects of economic life and

may have implications for multiple domains of public policy, they have par-

ticular relevance to policy related to innovation and entrepreneurship for at

least two reasons. First and foremost, as the discovery of the structure of

DNA highlights, these processes frequently require the combination of ex-

pertise or information distributed across individuals and organizations. Out-

comes therefore depend on the joint choices of multiple actors, meaning that

incentives and regulations oriented at the individual level often fail to yield

the intended consequences.

Second, these processes involve a great deal of uncertainty. Inventors and

entrepreneurs rarely have a good sense of whether their ideas will succeed.

Funders, investors, potential collaborators and employees, and customers

fare no better in assessing these odds. Given the difficulty of predicting the

consequences of their choices, individuals in these situations often rely more

on heuristics and gut feelings – such as whether they trust someone – than
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on rational calculations to guide their interactions.

Despite the importance of social relationships to the processes of innova-

tion and entrepreneurship, however, innovation policy has given these issues

little attention to date. That relative disregard stands in contrast to the

substantial and growing awareness of the importance of understanding the

ways in which policy interacts with the economics of innovation, particularly

the incentives faced by individuals and organizations. Adopting a network

perspective effectively opens the “black box” of innovation—moving from

conceptualizing innovation as an investment, with particular costs and re-

turns, to thinking of it as a process, potentially amenable to molding.

In the first section, I will review the ways in which social relationships and

the patterns of these relationships, networks, have been found to influence

the process of innovation and the commercialization of inventions. I have

organized this research according to what has been thought to flow through

these connections: information, influence, or scarce resources. In the second

section, I then suggest some of the potential policy implications. These effects

have relevance to one class of policies which could reduce the importance of

social relationships to innovation and entrepreneurship, thereby mitigating

the downsides of such effects. They also have relevance to another class of

policies which could stimulate the creation of more of the most valuable kinds

of social connections.
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Figure 1: Stylized network

Relationships and research

One of the central issues in research from a social network perspective involves

how one should define the nodes and the edges. Organizations or individuals

have generally been the nodes in the research relevant to innovation. But

what should constitute the edges?

From a theoretical point of view, researchers generally have acquaintances

and friendships in mind, some form of social connection. Many of the early

studies from this perspective therefore used “name generator” questions to

measure these relationships, asking respondents with whom they discussed
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important matters (or some similar topic beyond casual conversation). But

surveying individuals about their relationships has three notable disadvan-

tages. It costs a lot; it gives the researcher only a cross-sectional view of the

network, a snapshot in time; and it relies on the accurate recall and reporting

of these relationships by respondents.

Research therefore has increasingly turned to focusing on connections

captured in various ways in archival records. That has shifted research on

social networks from what one has in mind theoretically – with whom does a

person interact? – to an almost purely pragmatic definition of relationships

– what can we measure? Instead of trying to trace the acquaintances and

friendships that people accumulate over the course of their lives, researchers

usually end up measuring discrete transactions or formal agreements. For

example, much of the research on social networks in innovation has focused on

collaboration networks, relationships established on the basis of (successful)

co-authorship or co-invention, because one can capture these connections in

patents and published papers.

In other research, geographic proximity has instead been used as a proxy

for acquaintances and friendships. Both the odds of having a connection to

someone and the frequency of interaction with that person decline with dis-

tance. All else equal, you’re more likely to talk with someone down the hall

than someone a few blocks away, and more apt to meet someone in the same

city than someone in another state. The earliest studies established these

patterns in terms of who people married (Bossard, 1932), but subsequent
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research has demonstrated that it holds true for everything from friendships

to business associations (Festinger et al., 1950; Baker, 1984; Sorenson and

Stuart, 2001). Tom Allen brought these ideas to research on innovation,

demonstrating that individuals within a research facility interacted more fre-

quently with those in nearby offices than with those in more distant ones

(Allen, 1977).

In many ways, one might actually prefer the evidence based on studies of

proximity. When one measures actual relationships, one must worry that the

relationship reflects some attribute of the individual, perhaps being unusu-

ally gregarious or creative. Any apparent effects of these connections may

therefore stem from the attributes that led to them rather than from the

social network itself (Manski, 1993). By contrast, geographic proximity (and

location) essentially provides information about the physical opportunities

for interaction, something less obviously influenced by characteristics of the

individuals involved (Samila and Sorenson, forthcoming).

Leaving aside issues of how one measures the connections, one can classify

research on the effects of social networks in innovation and entrepreneurship

according to what has been thought to flow through these relationships:

Much of the research has focused on the idea that social relationships act as

channels for the flow of information. Other studies have seen relationships as

conveying social influence, what one might think of not as information per se

but as how people interpret the information that they encounter. Yet other

research has focused on the ways in which social relationships determine who
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has access to scarce resources, such as money and attention. Let me review

the ideas behind each idea and some of the research on these effects relevant

to the processes of innovation and entrepreneurship.

Information flow

Perhaps the most common way in which social networks have been thought

to influence innovation and economic transactions has been as a channel for

the flow of information. This idea, of course, depends on the assumption that

one could not readily access the information through a public source, such as

a journal or the Internet. But information may remain private for a variety

of reasons: It might involve tacit knowledge that even those in possession of

it find difficult to write down. Imagine trying to describe how to hit a tennis

serve. It might include knowledge that one would prefer only to reveal to

trusted parties, such as gossip or a process innovation that provides one lab

or researcher with an advantage over others.

But it might also reflect a failure on the part of the knowledge holder to

recognize the importance of the information. This reason may have particular

relevance to the process of innovation. In the course of their investigations,

for example, researchers and inventors run many experiments that become

intellectual dead ends. Thomas Edison famously quipped that “I have not

failed. I have simply found 10,000 ways that won’t work.” Publication

records, however, tend to focus on the successes, the things that worked. A

huge store of valuable information about what not to do therefore resides pri-
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marily in the private memories and notes of researchers, potentially available

to those connected to them.

Consistent with the idea that much relevant information remains private,

studies have found strong evidence of the importance of social relationships

to the flow of information. Perhaps the most common means of tracing

these flows has been to examine citations. In one of the earliest studies of

this sort, Jaffe et al. (1993) demonstrated that patents cite other patents

invented in the same metropolitan area about three times as often as one

would expect based on the geographic distribution of inventions of related

technologies.2 More recent studies have tried to trace the effects of social re-

lationships themselves. Singh (2005), for example, found that patents would

more commonly cite as prior art earlier patents that had been invented by

collaborators or by common collaborators (“friends-of-friends”) of the inven-

tor, even after accounting for the geographic proximity of the inventors and

for shared organizational affiliations.

One prominent consequence of the fact that information flows through

social relationships – combined with the fact that most relationships connect

those in close proximity – has been that economic activity, particularly with

respect to innovation, tends to cluster in space. This general notion has been

2Subsequent research suggests that this study may not have accounted sufficiently for
the geographic distribution of inventive activity, the fact that some regions do more re-
search on certain topics than others (Thompson and Fox-Kean, 2005). But the distribution
of inventive activity itself may depend on information flow, so finding smaller distance
effects after adjusting for this distribution may also simply demonstrate that inventors
more commonly co-locate in technological areas where the flow of information depends
more strongly on interpersonal interaction.
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around at least since Alfred Marshall, who in the late ninteenth century

had already noted that in industrial clusters innovative ideas appeared to

be in the air. It has nevertheless continued to shape beliefs about why

innovation concentrates in certain regions (e.g., Krugman, 1991; Audretsch

and Feldman, 1996).

Although the notion of being “in the air” might give the inaccurate

impression that anyone located in a region could simply breathe in all of

the ideas and information generated there, innovation and entrepreneurship

within an industry do appear to occur at faster rates in regions with larger

numbers of firms in the industry or in closely related ones (Sorenson and

Audia, 2000; Porter, 2003). To the extent that social connections, which

tend to localize within regions, provide access to valuable information, the

geographic concentration of communities engaged in innovation in an area

will lead to the faster flow of ideas, to fewer researchers duplicating each

others’ efforts, and therefore to a more efficient and productive community.

Another consequence of the fact that information flows through relation-

ships – combined with the fact that innovation often results from the re-

combination of existing ideas and information – has been a focus on the

importance of brokers and boundary spanners—those such as Beth in Figure

1 who bridge otherwise unconnected parties. Within a lab or small group,

ideas and information may spread so quickly that everyone in the group es-

sentially shares the same point of view. In Figure 1, David, Emily, Fred,

and Gina would probably bring more similar ideas to the table than Chris
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and Emily would. By contrast, because those on opposite sides of social

boundaries – organizations, subunits, or even academic fields – interact less

frequently, they often have very different bases of information.

Two ideas have been central to the believed importance of these boundary-

spanners. First, innovation frequently comes from the recombination of ex-

isting ideas (components) in novel ways. Second, many of these components

have not already been recombined because the same individuals do not have

expertise in, perhaps not even awareness of, all of them. Instead, that ex-

pertise exists only across two or more communities, whether the relevant

communities denote teams, organizations, or academic fields. Many of the

advances in bioinformatics, for example, have required the combination of an

understanding of biology with expertise in preexisting ideas from computer

science, mathematics, and statistics. Boundary spanners conduct informa-

tion across these communities that would not otherwise interact.

Communities that have higher levels of interconnectedness – meaning that

they have more boundary spanners – have accordingly been found to inno-

vate more successfully. Breschi and Lenzi (2016), for example, reported that

the density of collaboration among researchers in a metropolitan area corre-

lates positively with its future production of patents. Samila and Sorenson

(forthcoming), similarly, found that more integrated communities produced

more patents. Inventions from these more integrated communities, more-

over, involved more novel recombinations of components and appeared to

have greater value and to apply to a wider range of applications.
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Boundary spanners themselves may also be unusually well situated to

discover novel recombinations. Burt (2004), for example, found that individ-

uals within a firm who had more relationships across social groups tended to

have their ideas for business innovations rated higher. Fleming et al. (2007)

similarly found that inventors who had collaborated with more unconnected

others produced more novel inventions, in the sense of bringing together

technological components not previously combined. de Vaan et al. (2015)

reported that the designers of video games appeared particularly innovative

when they bridged across intellectually-distant groups of developers.

At the individual level, however, the meaning of these results becomes

less clear. People do not become boundary spanners purely by chance. Lee

(2010), for example, found that boundary spanners in biotechnology had been

high performers before they began to bridge intellectual communities. When

he examined whether these individuals became more productive or more

creative after they began to interact more broadly, he found little effect. But

relatively few studies have used designs that would allow them to disentangle

the effects of the individual from that of the position.

Influence

Another large set of studies has thought of social relationships as conduits

for social influence. Some of the earliest research of this sort examined the

adoption of technology. In the 1930s, the introduction of hybrid corn seeds

began to increase the yields that farmers could expect from an acre of land.
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But hybrid corn also had a cost: farmers had to purchase it from seed pro-

ducers rather than using grain from the previous year as seed. Still, in less

than five years, hybrid corn grew from a small fraction of plantings to more

than 90% of them. Ryan and Gross (1943), in one of the first studies of the

sort, conducted a survey to find out which farmers had adopted hybrid seeds.

They found that more educated farmers with larger farms tended to adopt

the hybrid seeds earlier. But they also found that farmers appeared to be

much more influenced in their decisions by seeing a friend or neighbor adopt

the technology than by reading about it in a farming magazine or hearing

about it from a seed salesperson.

Lest one consider farmers less sophisticated than other potential technol-

ogy users, another early study demonstrated similar patterns among physi-

cians in deciding whether to prescribe a novel antibiotic. Coleman et al.

(1957) surveyed physicians in a hospital to see whether they appeared sus-

ceptible to social influence in their prescribing behaviors and, if so, who

influenced them the most. They found that central doctors – those with a

large number of connections – who had a reputation for being early adopters

appeared most influential to the prescribing practices of those around them.

These insights may seem unsurprising today – they have become standard

practice in the art of promotion – but their importance had not been widely

appreciated at the time. Over the intervening 60 years, however, hundreds

if not thousands of studies have documented these influence effects across

a wide variety of products and practices (for reviews of this literature, see
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Strang and Soule, 1998; Rogers, 2003).

Why does social influence matter so much, even for products and practices

where potential users have a wealth of objective information? At least three

factors appear to come into play: The first concerns the perceived veracity

of the information. Although these farmers and doctors could have obtained

the same information from the representatives of the companies selling the

seeds and drugs, those sources obviously have an incentive to mislead them to

promote sales of the products. Even seemingly-independent sources of infor-

mation could have conflicts of interest of which the potential adopters remain

unaware. Magazines, for example, may receive advertising dollars from the

manufacturers, giving them an incentive to publish favorable reviews. Even

the authors of academic journal articles may have received money related to

the products being assessed.

Individuals have greater confidence in the information coming from friends

and colleagues for a variety of reasons. They probably have more information

about the relationships that their contacts have with the companies provid-

ing the goods and services; they therefore have greater awareness of any

potential conflicts of interest. Relationships with friends and colleagues also

usually carry a degree of trust. Trust builds over time. It usually begins with

one party putting itself at risk to the opportunism of the other, but where

the cost of being betrayed is small. If the other party acts in a trustworthy

manner, then the next test may involve something more meaningful. With

each passed test, trust strengthens. Relationships also introduce a shadow of
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the future in information exchange. Friends and acquaintances presumably

value the relationship either directly because they enjoy interacting with the

individual or indirectly because they believe that they benefit from it. Since

providing false information or bad advice would place that relationship in

jeopardy, they should less likely do so.

The second factor stems contributing to social influence is the fact that

individuals tend to perceive information that comes from friends and acquain-

tances as more relevant. To a large extent, that’s sensible. People exhibit

homophily – meaning that they tend to form and maintain relationships with

those similar to themselves – on a surprising range of attributes, everything

from race and gender to political persuasion (for a review, see McPherson

et al., 2001). To the extent that these factors matter to whether adopting an

innovation would prove valuable, people should place greater weight on the

opinions and actions of those similar to them. But people often apply these

heuristics also even when they would lead them astray.

The final factor behind social influence is the social desirability of doing

something or of adopting a particular point of view. Ideas and information

from close contacts may prove unusually influential because individuals want

to copy their friends and acquaintances. Lab experiments, for example, have

found that people tend to shift their opinions, even about objectively verifi-

able facts, towards the beliefs of those around them. People may therefore

wish to adopt their friends’ ideas simply to be more like them.

Friends and acquaintances vary, however, in the extent to which they are
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influential. In the study of drug diffusion, the most central physicians had

the most sway over their peers (Coleman et al., 1957). Being central in a

network, such as Alex in Figure 1 who has multiple connections to others

who themselves have several connections, tends to signal high status. In

other words, physicians paid more attention to and placed greater weight on

the opinions of their high-status peers.

Robert K. Merton (1968) first highlighted the importance of the status

effect in science, dubbing it the Matthew Effect (for the line in the book of

Matthew in the Bible in which the rich get richer). As noted in describing

the opening anecdote about the discovery of the structure of DNA, status

can influence who receives credit for an idea, particularly in the case of team

or simultaneous discovery. Because higher-status individuals have greater

influence, it can also help to determine which ideas garner research attention.

If a Nobel prize winner writes a paper, everyone in his or her field will

read it; if someone peripheral does, they probably will not. Merton saw

this attention effect as being functional—those of high status achieved their

standing because of the quality of their past ideas, so one might expect them

to have better-than-average future ideas.

But attention is a scarce good. Giving it to high-status individuals and

organizations means potentially missing good ideas that come from more pe-

ripheral parts of the community or organization. Recent evidence, moreover,

points to the potential downside of these status effects: Although distinguish-

ing the effects of status from those of quality can prove challenging, Simcoe
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and Waguespack (2011) exploited an interesting pseudo-natural experiment

to untangle this knot. They examined whether proposals for Internet stan-

dards got published based on the status of the authors of the proposal. Im-

portantly, in some cases, the high status author ended up lumped into an “et

al” abbreviation. While in other cases, they did not. They could therefore

compare cases where authors of similar status either appeared or did not

appear on the announcement. Using this approach, they found that roughly

three-quarters of the effect of status appeared associated with the attention

that the idea received, as opposed to its underlying quality. Attention and re-

sources therefore may focus on high-status researchers even when the quality

of their ideas does not warrant it.

Social influence can also have a second downside. The same social pro-

cesses that promote the adoption of technologies can also produce fads and

fashions, inefficient over-investment in some ideas. Individuals often assume

that others have information that has not been shared with them. If I see

a colleague using a tablet, for instance, I might reasonably believe that the

person has a better sense of the utility of the device than I do and accord-

ingly raise my own perception of its value (and consequently also my odds

of buying one). But, of course, my colleague may have different preferences

than I do or may even regret purchasing the device.

Although research on fads and fashions in innovation remains limited,

almost anyone in academia recognizes that topics and approaches become

“hot” for periods of time. In research on management, for example, the
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late-1990s witnessed a wave of interest in complexity theory, a branch of

mathematics examining deterministic systems that produce behavior which

appears quasi-random. More recently, researchers in economic sociology have

become enamored with social categories, the idea that classification influences

the ways in which buyers and sellers perceive products, people, and organiza-

tions and therefore with whom they will interact and how much they will pay.

After a flurry of articles, however, complexity theory has been relegated to a

small, niche at the periphery of the management literature. Something simi-

lar may happen to the economic sociology of categories. One might therefore

question the extent to which this allocation of attention has been optimal.

Access to resources

The final thing that has been thought to pass through social relationships

has been access to scarce resources, such as the funds or equipment required

to do research. One might think of information as a resource as well, but

here I have in mind what an economist might call “rivalrous” goods—in

other words, resources of finite quantity, where giving it to one party usually

implies not giving it to another. By contrast, in principle at least, one could

distribute a particular idea or piece of information to everyone.

Gaining access to scarce resources has been particularly important to in-

novation in terms of determining who can commercialize an idea or start a

company. For example, much of the funding for the commercialization of

technology comes in the form of venture capital. Although venture capi-
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talists actively seek entrepreneurs and innovators, they tend to rely heavily

on their social relationships in identifying and evaluating these opportuni-

ties. Because entrepreneurs and innovators have an incentive to overstate

their own abilities and the value of their ideas, venture capitalists depend on

trusted third parties as sources of insight into the acumen of entrepreneurs

and the promise of their innovations. These relationships, however, remain

largely local both in social and in physical space. Venture capitalists there-

fore primarily invest in entrepreneurs located less than 60 miles from their

headquarters (Sorenson and Stuart, 2001).

This fact can have negative consequences for those not connected to ven-

ture capitalists, either directly or through friends or acquaintances. En-

trepreneurs and inventors from regions that lack a local venture capital com-

munity find it difficult to finance their ideas. This difficulty, moreover, can

extend even to those who simply travel in different social circles. Women

and minorities, for example, rarely receive funding from venture capitalists,

who are almost all white men.

The importance of social relationships to founding firms, however, extends

to resources beyond simply money. Entrepreneurs, for example, frequently

rely on their relationships to recruit early employees (Ruef, 2010). Connec-

tions to others may also help them find their first customers, as well as their

suppliers and their other partners. Startups therefore have the strongest sur-

vival chances and prospects for profitability when their founders have deep

social connections to the regions in which they reside (Dahl and Sorenson,
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2012).

Interestingly, the patterns of relationships that maximize the amount of

information and influence that an individual might have do not also opti-

mize the odds of that person assembling the resources needed to found a

firm. Whereas access to information and influencing others depends on ex-

posure, being able to convince others to entrust you with valuable resources

often requires being connected to those people not just incidentally but also

through common friends. Someone like Gina in Figure 1 then probably has

the best network for becoming an entrepreneur—being connected to a tight-

knit group that she can count on for support and resources while simulta-

neously having some exposure to ideas and information from outside that

group. Or, these combinations of relational configurations can arise through

collaboration. Aven and Hillman (forthcoming) in their historical study of

Russia, for instance, found that the most successful entrepreneurial teams

appeared to combine individuals who spanned boundaries with those who

belonged to tight-knit social circles.

Innovation policy

Given the ways in which social networks shape the flow of information, in-

fluence, and resources, how might a recognition of these facts affect our un-

derstanding of policies for promoting innovation and entrepreneurship? I see

two main themes: The first involves policies that would reduce the impor-
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tance of social relationships to innovation and entrepreneurship. The second

considers policies that might alter the network itself, in ways conducive to

innovation. In both cases, the importance of considering the effects of social

relationships in innovation policy probably matters most to basic and rela-

tively early-stage research, where the process of innovation involves the most

uncertainty.

Creating commons and opening access

Although most of the research on social networks portrays them in a positive

light, the restricted access to information and resources described above has

a flip side: exclusion Think the old boy’s club. This tendency for exclusion

suggests that simply allocating more money or resources to a research area

might do little to stimulate innovation, particularly if funding committees

and grant reviewers end up channeling those resources to the usual suspects,

high-status researchers, and friends and colleagues of those distributing the

funds. By contrast, policy interventions that involve reducing the importance

of social relationships for access to resources and information – by creating

commons – can often promote innovation.

Publication represents one of the oldest and most important means of

creating an information commons. Writing up the results of research and

placing it in the public record does indeed appear to allow a wider range

of individuals to build on earlier innovations. Lee Fleming and I, for exam-

ple, estimated the extent to which publication might influence the flow of
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information related to patenting (Sorenson and Fleming, 2004). We exam-

ined the geographic localization of citations to patents that built on ideas

published in academic journals relative to those that built only on earlier

patents. Inventions referencing published ideas exhibited less than half of

the geographic localization of those that did not. In other words, follow-on

inventions to ideas that had been published came from a much more dispersed

set of places. This effect, moreover, appeared particularly pronounced in the

first few years following the initial invention, when presumably access to in-

formation about inventions not based on published research depended almost

entirely on close social connections.

Open access journals and repositories may reduce the barriers to access-

ing information even further. A small cottage industry has compared the

citations to articles published with open access relative to those behind pay-

walls. Although the magnitude of the effects vary by field, on average, these

studies have found that open access publications receive more citations (e.g.,

Lawrence, 2001; Evans and Reimer, 2009). In the interest of ensuring that

everyone can read about the results of the research that they support, Euro-

pean funding agencies and universities have therefore begun to require their

researchers to publish in open access journals or to pay for article-level open

access in journals behind paywalls.

Although publication and, more recently, the availability of open access

journals and research repositories have broadened access to research results,

the flow of certain sorts of information remains largely locked in social circles.
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Consider non-results and negative findings. These failed innovations carry a

great deal of information value, as suggested above. But researchers rarely

publish them. They may tell their friends and close colleagues about them,

allowing those researchers to avoid these intellectual dead-ends. But the

larger community often remains unaware of these issues.

Worse than simply not being aware of the research done by others, the

published record itself can become misleading. In many fields, such as

medicine, researchers commonly study small samples. Small samples can

arise because of the rarity of the condition being examined or the cost of

doing the research. Regardless of the reason, small samples mean that the

findings tend to vary a great deal from one sample (experiment) to the next.

When one combines this variation with a tendency to publish only positive or

significant results, the publication record for some effect – such as the efficacy

of a drug or therapy in treating some disease – might appear positive even

if no real relationship exists. In a meta-analysis of meta-analyses, Fanelli

et al. (2017) found that small sample sizes commonly produced patterns in

the published record of overly large, and often inconsistent, effects.

Although we do not have a good sense of how common these issues are,

some recent replication studies suggest that they may be widespread. Amgen,

for example, reported being able to reproduce the results of only 6 out of

53 studies that they had deemed landmarks in cancer research (Begley and

Ellis, 2012). In an evaluation of important studies in experimental economics,

Camerer et al. (2016) could replicate just over half of the original results.
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One would therefore ideally want the publication commons to include

these non-results. Encouraging researchers to publish them, however, will

not prove easy. Journals, particularly the more prominent ones, rarely want

to publish papers based on non-results. As intellectual dead-ends, papers

reporting them will not receive many citations, the currency of the realm

for academic journals. The inability to report this research in prominent

journals, in turn, means that researchers being considered for funding and

promotion receive little credit for any effort put into this public good. It

becomes a pure cost with little prospect of glory or reward.

Preregistration review offers one intriguing idea here. In this model, re-

searchers submit their study design and journals essentially commit to pub-

lishing the resulting paper regardless of the results found. Not only does this

model allow researchers to publish non-results but also it largely removes

their incentives to focus on analyses that find only positive results. Psychol-

ogists have been at the forefront of this idea but one could imagine porting it

to other fields, particularly those where empirical research primarily involves

lab experiments. If funding agencies wanted to promote the dissemination of

non-results – the experiments that did not find the anticipated effects – they

could require the projects that they fund to adopt this approach to research

and publication.

Another interesting approach might involve trying to lower dramatically

the costs associated with reporting results. At the moment, researchers must

generally write an article with an introduction, a literature review, a long
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description of the methods, and a discussion, even to report minor or in-

significant results. But imagine a world in which one would just submit

some details of the study design and the results to a website, something like

an indexed and search-able wikipedia of failed ideas and experiments.

Perhaps the solution would even come in the form of software that re-

searchers could use as a lab notebook to track their research privately, with

the option to publish it in “raw” format at any point (i.e. without additional

details). One might worry about the quality of the research or the veracity

of the information being reported. But, given that these submissions would

probably contribute little to the financial rewards or career progression of

those submitting, the incentives to game the system seem limited. Better

yet, perhaps the careful documentation of the procedures could even become

a sort of portfolio that people would use in job applications and in promo-

tion evaluations, much as github has become not just a repository for code

but also a means for programmers to advertise and document their expertise

and experience. But, as a public good, the development and support for

such a platform would probably need to come from an organization with the

resources and credibility to sustain it and to maintain its neutrality.

One could also consider creating commons for important inputs beyond

just information. Many steps of the research process require materials of

different sorts, from biological entities to computer programs. Consider, for

example, two researchers studying the influenza virus. This virus, like most

biological entities, comes in many strains. A treatment that might have an
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effect on one strain might not on another. But unless researchers have sam-

ples of the exact entity used in another laboratory, they can find it difficult

to determine whether they have been studying the same thing.

Once again, accessing these resources has historically depended on social

connections, contacting the initial researcher to get the data or to obtain a

sample of the material. Not only does this fact limit the number of people

who could build on the initial research, but also it may bias the research

record if the original researchers restrict access to those they see as favorable

to their findings.

In medicine and the life sciences, biological resource centers (BRCs) have

therefore come to play an important role in providing researchers with sam-

ples of the exact entities used in published research. Furman and Stern

(2011) estimated that the deposit of an entity in a BRC increased the extent

to which future research built on the published papers using that entity by

more than 60%. Funding agencies interested in forwarding research in the bi-

ological sciences might therefore consider supporting these centers financially.

But the value of BRCs depends entirely on researchers depositing biological

samples to them. Funding sources truly interested in promoting the use of

these centers and more reliable biological research might then further require

the deposit in BRCs of any entities developed for use in the research that

they fund to ensure that these deposits get made.

More broadly, a recent strand of research suggests that providing public

access to the data underlying published research could accelerate the ad-
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vancement of and innovation in nearly all fields. Piwowar and Vision (2013),

for example, found that articles that deposited their data in a public reposi-

tory received roughly 10% more citations than those that did not, even after

accounting for a number of characteristics of the research and the researchers.

Policy interventions oriented at creating commons, however, primarily

involve ways of expanding access to non-rivalrous goods. Providing more

widespread access to scarce resources, such as money, people, and equipment,

could also stimulate innovation. But what kinds of interventions might help

to distribute scarce resources more broadly? The most obvious ones involve

simply targeting individuals and groups that have not enjoyed access to these

resources. Special selection processes, for example, for grants for those who

have not previously been funded can clearly spread funding across a more

diverse set of researchers. Systems that specify minimum allocations of funds

to various regions or to particular research institutions and universities can

also help to distribute resources more broadly.

A slightly less obvious solution would entail going to more extreme lengths

to shield the identity of those in need of resources from those responsible for

allocating them. Grant applications, for example, remain an area where the

referees and funding committees are aware of the identities of the applicants.

Leaving aside potential issues of outright discrimination, people tend to con-

sider ideas from their friends and acquaintances to be better than those from

strangers of objectively-similar ability. Being aware of the applicants’ iden-

tities may therefore give an advantage to applicants with prior connections
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to those allocating the funds. Sandström and Hällsten (2008), for example,

found that grant applicants who shared an institutional affiliation with some-

one on the reviewing committee received substantially higher scores on their

proposals – and consequently had higher odds of being funded – even after

holding constant the quality of the applications.

An even more novel approach might focus on diversifying the individuals

responsible for allocating resources. Exclusion most commonly occurs when

two factors coincide: (i) social relationships sort strongly on some character-

istic, and (ii) the resources in question have been unequally distributed on

that same characteristic. Venture capitalists, for example, are overwhelm-

ingly white men with degrees from elite institutions. It should perhaps not

surprise us then that women, minorities, and those from less-privileged back-

grounds rarely receive venture capital backing for their ventures. But dis-

tributing the decisions across a broader swath of society could go a long

way toward eliminating these issues. Organizations interested in supporting

innovation from a broader base of applicants might then first diversify the

characteristics of those staffing their hiring and selection committees.

Promoting interaction

Creating commons and expanding access nevertheless have limits in terms of

their ability ot stimulate innovation. Although these approaches can help to

disseminate relatively discrete pieces of information and artifacts useful to

research, such as computer programs and biological entities, they can do little
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to create the kinds of connections that often prove essential in breakthrough

innovation and in fundamental research, bringing together deep insights or

expertise from more than one domain. They also have less to contribute to

entrepreneurship and to the commercialization of innovations.

Policymakers therefore might also want to influence the structure of net-

works themselves to promote innovation and entrepreneurship. But, given

that these underlying connections represent friendships and acquaintances,

that poses a challenge. One cannot simply declare by fiat that an individual

should have a particular set of friends. Even direct incentives to encourage

interaction may feel somewhat taboo.

Policies designed to promote collaboration can also run awry. The Eu-

ropean Union, for example, has run some grant programs that require ap-

plicants to involve researchers from multiple member nations. One of the

problems with such programs, however, stems from two of the factors noted

above: trust and homophily. In the absence of severe restrictions on who

these collaborations can involve, researchers tend to select those they trust

and those similar to them, almost uniformly those they already know. These

programs then simply reinforce the existing social network rather than alter-

ing it in ways that might promote innovation. Worse yet, to the extent that

they promote joint research among acquaintances who had not already been

collaborating, they likely lead to low-potential projects.

What managers and policymakers can do, however, is to create opportuni-

ties for forming relationships. They can ensure that two people meet. Where
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it goes from there, however, will depend on the parties involved. In that

sense, it provides only a blunt policy instrument, as many of these meetings

will not result in collaborations or even in stable connections. That unfortu-

nately also means that the cost-benefit ratios of some of these interventions

remain poorly understood because little systematic research has been done

on the rate at which chance meetings result in relationships.

We can, however, guess that these attempts to create opportunities for

forming friendships will have the greatest value when they bring together

individuals who would not normally meet. Since the two most important

factors in determining the structure of social networks have been geogra-

phy and social similarity, that generally means trying to bring people from

disparate backgrounds – different bases of expertise, different experiences –

closer together in physical space.

Conferences provide one of the most obvious opportunities for connecting

individuals across regions. In a sense, they also have relatively low cost,

as they only require people to travel for a few days. But does such a short

engagement actually allow for the formation of ties or the transfer of valuable

information? We do not really know.

Anecdotes abound of collaborations and important connections that be-

gan at conferences. Watson apparently first encountered Wilkens at a con-

ference in Italy. I first met four of my own coauthors at conferences (for evi-

dence from surveys of mathematitians and physicists, see Liberman and Wolf,

1997). Some studies moreover have found strong correlations between confer-
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ence attendance and research productivity among academics (e.g., Rappa and

Debackere, 1992; Prpić, 2000). But attending academic conferences involves

two forms of selection. Individuals must choose to attend the conference, and

many conferences only select the best papers submitted to them. Whether

conference attendance promotes the production of ideas or whether produc-

tive people have more opportunities to participate in conferences therefore

remains unknown.3

Research has found that somewhat longer stays do appear sufficient to

create valuable connections. Choudhury (in press), for example, studied

the short-term sojourns of Indian research personnel to headquarters in the

United States. Although these visits averaged less than three months, he

found that they had noticeable effects, increasing the number of patents

subsequently invented by the researchers who made these visits. At least

in his context, however, these effects appeared to stem from the fact that

the stays allowed the employees to gain additional financial support for their

research rather than from the transfer of relevant knowledge during their

visits. More encouragingly, among Spanish academics participating in visits

to international institutions, stays on the order of several months had a

high rate of resulting in co-authorships with faculty at the host institutions

(Andujar et al., 2015).

3Fleming and Waguespack (2007) suggest a way forward for estimating these effects in
future research. For conferences that change locations from year to year, distance to the
individual appears a strong predictor for the probability of attendance. It therefore could
potentially serve as a source of exogenous variation in conference attendance.
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Although these activities can certainly promote the kinds of relationships

that produce more, and more valuable, inventions, research has not really

answered many of the questions relevant to designing the most effective poli-

cies. We have almost no evidence on how to the duration of an interaction

influences the odds of transferring useful information or of maintaining a

social connection.

We also have little sense of how best to design these interactions. Con-

sider, for example, the optimal size of a conference. Larger conferences con-

ceptually allow for more chance meetings, one might therefore expect them

to yield more novel connections. But in social situations, people have a

tendency to gravitate to those they already know—they catch up with old

friends and acquaintances rather than meeting new ones. The probability of

any individual having a set of existing contacts at the conference rises sim-

ply by chance with the size of the conference. Smaller conferences – perhaps

something in the 20 to 50 participant range – where few of the attendees

have had prior interactions, may therefore prove more valuable to creating

connections.

Conferences and visits can bridge long distances, but one can also think

usefully about stimulating interaction at a much more local level. For those

involved in overseeing physical research facilities, for example, the design of

buildings and the assignment of individuals to offices or lab benches would

appear to offer many opportunities for encouraging interaction. Interest-

ingly, Kabo (in press) found that the geography of office spaces predicts
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interpersonal interaction even more strongly than homophily (social similar-

ity). Office configurations, therefore, probably offer a powerful means for

shaping the formation of social relationships.

Numerous studies have found that these micro-level physical locations

matter. Allen (1977), for example, interestingly noted that eight vertical

feet (being on a different floor) had as much of an effect on the probability

of interaction as one hundred horizontal feet. More recently, Catalini (2012)

found that moving labs at a university to be adjacent to one another more

than tripled the odds of collaboration between the researchers in them. Liu

(2016), similarly, has not only found that location within a lab influences the

interactions between researchers in a biotechnology firm but also that those

sitting closer to other research groups more commonly become boundary

spanners between those groups.

These studies would appear to point to clear policy implications in cases

where the manager has a good understanding of which interactions might

prove valuable. But locating two individuals or research groups in close

proximity to each other also implies locating others at greater distance. The

assignment of individuals to offices or locations therefore involves a variety

of trade-offs. But essentially no research has been done on trying to under-

stand these trade-offs and how best to weigh them in arriving at an optimal

allocation of spaces.

The ideal spatial arrangement of a building might not even entail a static

allocation of offices. Once formed, relationships tend to endure, at least for
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a while. People will go out of their way to meet with friends, for coffee, for

lunch, or just for a chat. Creating the largest number of possible connec-

tions between individuals with varied expertise and knowledge may therefore

require reassigning individuals to desks or offices on a regular basis.

The configuration of the space itself also probably matters. More compact

spaces, those with a smaller ratio of circumference to area, such as circles

and squares, allow for more individuals to reside in close proximity to one

another. Indeed, in the two cases that he studied, Kabo et al. (2015) found

that the more compact building layout had more cross-group interaction than

the one with a more linear layout.

Research relevant to the social engineering of relationships, both within

and across organizations, nevertheless remains in its infancy. We need more

research designed with an eye to practical problems and involving interven-

tions. Moving this agenda forward will require experimentation on the part

of managers and policymakers. Hopefully, the results of those experiments,

whether successful or failed, will also be shared, such that the community can

gain a better understanding of the opportunities for shaping the structure of

social networks.

Let me close by noting that the importance of connections to entrepreneur-

ship and innovation also means that many seemingly-unrelated policies could

have implications for these processes. Consider one of the less obvious ones:

Factors that reduce the mobility of people, either across regions or across

companies, will also tend to reduce the number of boundary-spanning con-
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nections and concomitantly the innovativeness of firms and regions. When

people move, they retain many of their old connections while forming new

ones, effectively becoming boundary spanners.

This fact raises some concerns. Mobility has been declining in the United

States. Americans move less across regions now than they have at any other

point in the last 30 years (Molloy et al., 2011). They also move less frequently

across employers, though that trend appears largely due to the immobility

of mothers (Hollister and Smith, 2014). America may therefore be losing

some of its innovative capacity. Potential policy responses to those issues fall

beyond the scope of this essay but they would undoubtedly involve a much

wider range of levers than usually considered relevant to innovation policy.
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